
The Grubaugh family have long made their living from the 

DreadBall industry, from stadium equipment to broadcasting 

contracts. If there’s a DreadBall on a planet, Gruba-Tek are 

going to find it and capitalize on it.

The youngest of the Grubaugh siblings turned down his 

birthright and took his love for DreadBall in a different 

direction. Although he had the resources to become a 

brilliant engineer designing newer holographic strike 

targets or an architect working out how to put a pitch on any 

environment, his skills and passion lay much closer to the game. 

Shawn wanted to play DreadBall. 

He marked himself out as an MVP, and had a lacklustre career 

as a Jack, marked only by his uncanny ability to stay alive on the 

pitch. However, he was still a Grubaugh, and anything less than a 

stellar reputation would not do for the family name. With access 

to his family’s state of the art training facilities, the Grubaugh clan 

went to work on shaping him into a star player. Keen to keep their 

new investment alive, his brother, the head of the engineering 

department, developed the Gruba-mar 5-12 - an experimental suit 

of jack armour that provided more mobility without sacrificing a 

bit of protection. Shawn returned to the pitch with a vengeance. 

More skilled, and better equipped, he quickly got himself noticed, 

and drew attention to the new Gruba-Tek developments as well. 

They were soon in high demand, and their use began to spread like a 

contagion, and the talking heads soon took to calling him by his new 

moniker - Patient Zero.

Plays for anyone

Shawn “Patient Zero” Grubaugh

Underarm Fl ick 

The player may make a full Run action as part of a Throw 

action, and may Dash.

Can’t Catch Me Now 

If the player is the target of a Steal action and successfully 

Dodges they may make a one-hex move without Evading, and 

if they successfully double they can make a full Run or Throw 

action (Evading out of all threat hexes as normal).

Jack 6 4+ 3+ 4+ 4+ DreadBall, Jack 18mc 14mc 10mc 10mc Underarm Flick, Can’t 
Catch Me Now
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